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Congratulations!
Last to feature, but by no means least, of the ‘hat-trick trio’ who
gained LRPS in the July adjudication is Duncan Locke. This is
‘Whooper Swans’; the rest of the super images from his panel and
the layout thumbnail are on the following pages.
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Member Alan Hollis offers this advice to
members attending the Worcester Show,
either as visitors, or working in the WCC
tent.
Parking can be a problem, however, there is
usually space to park in either Park Avenue,

AV Group alert

Worcester Show

Redcliffe St, Sabrina Ave, or Northwick Ave.

We were due to re-commence our season

A reminder of our exhibition space at Parking at any of these places will not take

on 24th of this month with a collection of

Worcester Show on Sunday 13 August longer than 5 minutes to walk to Gheluvelt

Malvern-centred AVs. Unfortunately I am

10:00 to 17:00 at Gheluvelt Park. This is a Park.

unable to be present on that date so I

great opportunity to meet prospective new

suggest we delay our re-start to 21st

members. We’d like 2 members in the Arrangements have been made for parking

September which is the date agreed as a

marquee at all times to talk to people about at Pitchcroft racecourse.

“swop” with Martin.

the benefits of joining WCC. If you can help
for an hour or so, please contact Paul on Caution - Waterworks Road is also a very
Henry

01386 793995 or paulat10@aol.com. The narrow road to negotiate, when getting to or
more volunteers, the shorter the shifts!
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from, Barbourne Road.

LRPS Images
Hanging Plan: Duncan Locke LRPS
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Duncan Locke LRPS
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Members’ images: London
Peter Willis writes:A day trip to London yesterday, in the rain, brought forth these general shots of Big Ben and three sort of grab shots (no time for filter to
avoid the reflections)from an unusual place to find two special post boxes from the Victorian era. These were found in a cheap Gents’
Toilet in the subway near to Westminster Tube Station (cheap at 50p a visit!). They are also found in the Ladies’ I was informed, but I gave
that location a miss as I didn’t fancy being arrested! To a post box enthusiast a nice surprise, and the others just a sign of the weather,
which I understand was not as bad as here in Worcester.
A taxi ride from Oxford Station, paid for by railway company GWR (they had no guard, they advised) ended a busy day. Fare showed
£155 when the driver dropped us off at home!!)
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Post at your convenience!
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Northerly scenes part 2
We conclude Gill & Clive’s photographic tour (see here for part 1) with Clive’s infrared images.
Beginning with the North Yorkshire Dales, we enjoyed vast sweeping moorlands bisected by a lattice of sturdy moss covered stones walls. Northumberland
and the Scottish Borders proved to be another delight with great coastal scenery, mighty castles, lovely beaches, quiet harbours and timeless villages that
nestled amongst the Cheviot Hills. The Borders are peppered with ancient strongholds from the time of territorial wars, disputes and the ravages of the
Border Reivers. We travelled for miles along narrow byways and only occasionally saw another vehicle. Wildlife abounded with hares, red squirrels and
moorland birds whilst carpets of flowers coloured the banks and hillsides. Our journey continued via Loch Lomond to a loch-side stay at Inveraray. We made
several excursions to explore the magnificent scenery with its beautiful lochs. The towering majesty of Glen Coe contrasted with the stark loneliness of
Neolithic standing stones and remnants of ancient stone circles..
Our return was by way of a brief stop at Ayr and a few days at tiny Garlieston upon the south west coast of Dumfries & Galloway, before the best part of a
week in The Lake District. The weather was variable and mostly cool, particularly in Scotland, however this did provide some superb skies for landscape
photography both in colour and infrared.
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More from the Big Pit

Faded memories (in-camera
double exposure)
Happy in our work?
Clive going underground…
Car key auction!
Ruth Bourne LRPS
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Diary

ArtsFest
Droitwich

exhibition

Club dates - see Members’ site for details.
Please note the two new and longer phototrips on offer in October and NovemberYorkshire Dales and the British Wildlife Centre. Thanks to Barrie for organising.
Two day trips upcoming this month, 16th August Gothic Graves & Water Gardens and 22nd
Sacred Heart church tour (mosaics). Don't forget to let Ruth or Stewart know if you'd like to
pop in after the Sacred Heart tour for (free) light refreshments at the Bournes' which is just
round the corner: (cars can be left in the car park).
Your committee meets this evening: the final programme for the new season will be at the
printer’s shortly and available online as soon as possible.
Midland Salon now open, to 13th August. See the remaining programme here.
Sarehole Mill 9 August Victorian Handling Day and 9-10 Sept Middle Earth Festival
To end of August. Droitwich ArtsFest exhibition - mixed arts including photography.
Droitwich library gallery (first floor, lift available) Includes photos by WCC members Sue
Abbott & Ruth Bourne. Resident artists on some days. Also an interesting Mail Art
exhibition (mixed media).
12-13th August Shelsley Walsh Hill Climb.
To 3rd September Safari Park summer nights.
Some 3-star bores due on the Severn later this month… (provide your own punchline!)
Fancy going on a bear hunt?
25-28 August Festival of Glass, Stourbridge includes chance to try pinhole photography.

Free to a good home

Competitions & exhibitions
Photo Oxford 2017 Conceal/Reveal

Dingwall

2017

(BPE)

closes

30th Duncan Cobbett has contacted us to say:-

September.
TPOTY 2017 Closes 25th September. Sort

I have a number of items that I'm trying to

out your best travel photos…. Portfolio or

Shropshire PS Open (BPE) closes 30th find a home for (my wife did a photography
degree a few years ago).
September. Enter here.

single shot options. Why not have a go?
Submit at least two portfolios and you'll
be eligible for the title of Travel
Photographer of the Year and the
main prize…
PAGB Masters of Print (advance notice).
Adventure 2017 last upload 23rd August.

Win a trip to Costa Rica with the
Guardian. Closes 25th August.
Or win a £500 camera with the Telegraph.
Exhibition opportunity - Flora.
Wildlife in Britain - deadline (!) 30 Sept.

2018 i-Phone awards

● a B&W enlarger
● negative carrier for 35mm
● lenses
● red safe lights
● other items to mix chemicals and
prepare films
● colour and B&W paper, various sizes
Please contact me if you would like these
items, or feel free to pass my details on to

MCPF News

anyone who might be interested.

Lots more to read in the 100th MCPF news…
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